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THINK & SURVIVE
Workplace Violence and Active Shooter Preparedness 101

An eLearning Course rooted in the sciences of law enforcement, criminal psychology and digital education.

When faced with a life-or-death crisis, the average untrained mind will not make choices most aligned with safety 
and survival. The Power Of Preparedness (TPOP) has assembled the best experts, instructors, scientists, and 
designers to create digital courseware capable of providing learners with the tactics they need to survive an the 
unimaginable worst type of workplace violence - an active shooter situation.

Scientifically Designed

Best-In-Class SME’s

Accessible Via Any Device

HR Compliant

Affordable Packages

Necessary Training

Prepare your employees to recognize, prevent or survive all 
forms of workplace violence.
• Taught by some of the industry’s leading experts, including 

officials from the Department Of Homeland Security, the FBI, 
Chiefs of Police, SWAT and trauma surgeons. 

• Eight chapters; a comprehensive hour-long course delivered 
via computers, tablets or smart phones, including: 
‣ The Realities Of Workplace Violence 
‣ The Value Of Early Recognition 
‣ Active Shooter As A Subset Of Workplace Violence 
‣ Recognizing Gunfire 
‣ Surviving An Active Shooter Event 
‣ Response To Injury 
‣ Constant Vigilance 
‣ Conclusion: What Preparedness Means 

Training that can make a lasting impact and save lives.
• Every element of this course (images, videos, sounds, colors) 

was built with learner engagement in mind. Say goodbye to 
stiff, forgettable “20th century click-through’s”.  

• Monthly reminders keep life-saving techniques top-of-mind. 

Designed with HR and corporate compliance needs in mind.
• With assessment and certification reports consistent with your 

HR standards, reporting is a snap. 
• Cloud-based, eliminating the need for IT support, software, or 

special technology needs. Access to the internet is the only 
requirement. 

• Equally effective across all delivery platforms: desktop, laptop, 
tablet or phone. Nothing stands in the way of you delivery 
training this important! 

Pricing consistent with your population and budget.
• Tiered pricing matches your organization’s size and training 

resources. 
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